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Minnesota offers first online lottery 

ticket 

     The Minnesota 

State Lottery has 

launched the first 

online lottery tickets 

as of February, 2014. 

Players can select 

among four games as 

of this writing: Spicy 7’s, Red Hot Cherry Tripler, 

FA$T BUCK, and Arctic 7s. Tickets cost either $1 

(Spicy 7’s, FA$T BUCK) or $2 (Red Hot Cherry Tri-

pler, Arctic 7s), and can be purchased by setting up 

an account with the Minnesota State Lottery online 

system. Players are also allowed to try the game 

before purchasing. 

     Scratch cards are a seldom-studied game in 

gambling research, even though their involvement 

in gambling issues has been noted for some time. 

In fact, Skinner used scratch-off tickets as the ba-

sis for a satirical essay on how to free the United 

States from taxation (Skinner, 1977). But what 

does this mean for today’s gambling researcher? 

Minnesota Star Tribune analyses show scratch off 

ticket sales accounting for over $350,000,000 in 

sales in 2013. It should be noted that about 5.4 

million people live in Minnesota. The math is not 

too complicated: people spend a lot of money on 

scratch tickets annually.  

     If the Minnesota online lottery systems proves 

effective (i.e., brings in a lot of money), then it is 

likely that other states may follow suit. Consider 

though that there may some creative uses for such 

a system. For example, a state could set up tempo-

rary online lotteries for little money which could be 

used to aid in disaster relief (think Superstorm 

Sandy or Hurricane Katrina).  

     Regardless, this new delivery system is but one 

of many changes coming to the way gamblers 

come to interact with their game of choice. It will 

be interesting to see how behavior analysts assist 

in the coming changes with respect to finding crea-

tive uses for such systems (e.g., classroom lotter-

ies for good behavior) and in helping those who 

struggle (i.e., treatments) 

 

Skinner, B. F. (1977, July 26). Freedom, at last, 

from the burden of taxation. The New York 

Times 

 

Casino Games by the Numbers 

In December, 2013, IGT published U.S. Social Casi-

no Player, outlining gaming trends by gender, loca-

tion, and age. Social casino play is gaming on so-

cial media sites (e.g., Facebook) or gam-

ing applications on mobile devices or on 

a PC via the Internet. Although players 

do not actually win money, the trends 

may still be revealing.   

     Take for instance the age range of 

people playing in social casinos. Most 

players were 50-59 years old, preceded 

by 60-69 and 40-49. Thus, an older pop-

ulation seems 

to endorse 

these types of 

games.  

 

Minnesota State Lottery Spicy 7’s online scratch off ticket 
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Social aspects may be involved in maintaining such 

behavior, and perhaps is relevant to those who 

work with geriatric 

populations. 

     Of the slot ma-

chines available, the 

most played machine 

was MONOPOLY PLUS, 

followed by Kitty Glit-

ter, Treasure of Troy, 

and finally Crown of 

Egypt. These top four 

machines were en-

dorsed, in that order, 

by both men and wom-

en. Taking games like 

Kitty Glitter as a model 

may help to push slot 

research into new areas. 

     U.S. Social Casino Player offers several interest-

ing statistics regarding mobile and online gaming 

when no money is at stake. Publications like these 

may prove useful for asking new, provocative ques-

tions in gambling research.  

 

Three States and Counting... 

New Jersey is the third state in the USA to legalize 

internet gambling. Several states have pending 

proposals, as well. The New Jersey Council on Com-

pulsive Gambling has seen an “increased” number 

of calls to its toll-free help line since the state’s 

online gambling law took effect in November. Gov. 

Chris Christie signed the online gaming bill which 

also increased funds for programs that treat com-

pulsive gambling. Many casino offi-

cials believe smartphones and tab-

let devices will account for more 

than 20 percent of the casino's in-

ternet gambling revenue this year, 

and more than 50 percent within 

three years. With online gambling 

returning to the USA in a legal form, 

and with the low response cost of 

mobile apps, online gambling could easily become 

a preferred format for compulsive or disordered 

gambling. Experimental laboratory work may be-

come less questionable as to validity as some peo-

ple’s preferences change to video-game formats.  

Dymond Featured in The Economist 
 

G-SIG member and frequent publisher 

of behavior analytic gambling re-

searcher Dr. Simon Dymond’s work 

has been covered in The Economist. 

See the article here: 

http://www.economist.com/news/science-and-

technology/21598948-neural-seat-compulsive-

gambling-may-have-been-found-slotting 

 

Have a Drink on the House! 

A Southern California man has sued a Las Vegas 

casino after he lost $500,000 gambling, contend-

ing he shouldn't be responsible for his losses be-

cause he was blackout drunk. In the lawsuit, Mark 

Johnston, 52, accuses the Downtown Grand casino 

of plying him with drinks and 

lending him money so he could 

keep playing. Nevada law for-

bids casinos from allowing visi-

bly drunk patrons to gamble, as 

well as from giving free drinks 

to obviously drunk customers. 

Some states, such as Michigan, 

have laws that forbid casinos to 

“comp” alcoholic drinks at all. 

While the effects of alcohol on behavior is a line of 

research all in itself, the effect of comp items and 

the difference between gamblers with high income 

versus those with low income are areas behavior 

analysts should be contributing to. 
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